
BENEFITS:
· Minimizes friction and wear 

within engines, promoting their 
longevity and efficiency. 

· Enhances engine performance 
by slowing down oil aging, 
resulting in reduced fuel and oil 
consumption while restoring 
engine power. 

· Offers long-term protection to the 
engine, strengthening the 
loadbearing capacity of the 
lubricant film. 

· Decreases the emission of 
harmful exhaust gases, lowers 
engine noise levels, and reduces 
vibrations, creating a cleaner and 
smoother operating experience. 

Rymax Engine Performance Booster  is a boron ester based friction reducer 
and anti-oxidant that enhances any standard motor oil. It works with 
traditional friction modifiers to form a protective, ceramic layer of boron nitride 
on engine parts, reducing wear caused by pressure and heat. This layer stays 
on the engine's surface, even when not in use, providing antiwear protection 
at start-up. Engine Performance Booster is a state-of-the-art technology that 
enhances anti-friction performance without adding solid particles. Additionally, 
it functions as an anti-oxidant, delaying oil ageing and thickening over 
time.Rymax Engine Performance Booster not only enhances anti-friction 
properties but also ensures optimal oil performance for a longer time, 
protecting your engine as intended. 
Usage
This product is suitable for use in petrol, diesel, and LPG engines, whether 
they have turbochargers or not. It can be safely mixed with all commercially 
available engine oils and won't cause clogging of filters or harm catalytic 
converters. It's also appropriate for use in vehicles that require low or mid 
SAPS engine oils. For the best results, use a Rymax engine oils. 
How to use?
After changing the motor oil, add the contents of one bottle of additive to 
warm motor oil. It's best to do this soon after the oil change. Start the engine 
and let it run for a few minutes to ensure the additive mixes well with the 
engine oil. Before adding the additive, ensure the engine oil level is not 
already at or above the maximum level recommended for your engine. 
Dosage
One bottle treats 4 to 6 litres of motor oil. Recommended use: every oil 
change. 
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